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For twenty years, beginning around 1935, Paul
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Cadmus

of sexual choice was an integral part of a larger

(b. 1904),

Jared French (1905-1987),

and the younger George Tooker
lifelong friends

arresting

works of their long, intertwined

careers.

on an inner

George Tooker referred to

am

said: "I

after painting reality

the

mind so hard

but

I

am

this

that

it

re-

when he

impressed on

returns as a dream,

not after painting dreams as such,

were always important

who had met

and French,

interna-

Cadmus

to

as students at the

Margaret Hoening. But he continued to

artist

Cadmus

share a studio with

brownstone on
Village,

in the Frenches'

Luke's Place, Greenwich

St.

an arrangement that lasted about ten

Cadmus met

years. In 1944,

studying

at

Tooker,

who was

the Art Students League, and intro-

duced the younger painter to the Frenches;
from this point on, the three artists occa-

or fantasy."

From Raphaelle
American

condition.

Art Students League. In 1937, French married

The paintings do not represent the world of

ality.

confirmed the

human

Companionship, support groups, and
tional ties

and watching.

external appearances but focus

of the

The

bare interiors in which single figures or small
listening,

freedom

realized that

for this struggle

essential isolation

closed world of elemental landscapes and

groups are waiting,

need

eyes, the

majority of works in this exhibition represent
a

They

struggle for individual freedom; and, in their

(b. 1920),

and collaborators, produced

some of the most haunting and

to work.

Peale to

Edward Hopper,
have produced her-

realist painters

metic representations of exactly rendered

fig-

worked alongside one
late 1930s, Cadmus,

sionally

ning in the

Margaret French

another. Begin-

Jared and

— and sometimes Tooker by

— spent summers

ures and objects that barely maintain their

the mid-1940s

distance from the magical. But the early works

town, Fire Island, and Nantucket. Most of the

of Cadmus, French, and Tooker

— with their

air,

Saltaire, Fire Island,

and sense of heightened

—

In 1937

representation

tip into the Surreal. Yet

Cadmus and French met

Lincoln Kirs-

though they borrowed elements from Euro-

tein,

pean Surrealism, they embraced neither

the School of American Ballet, and

central idea of the unconscious nor

its

organic

its

or distorted imagery. Instead, they used Surrealist

which

became the setting of paintings that A. Hyatt
Mayor once dubbed the "Fire Island School."

enigmatic poses, dislocated perspectives,

becalmed

time was spent in

in Province-

techniques to produce paintings of

co-founder with George Balanchine of

became

part of a larger, internationally oriented arts

community
Cadmus'

in

sister

New

York; Kirstein married

Fidelma, a painter, in 1941.

dreamlike fascination, causing their work to

was not easy

be linked to American Magic Realism

It

of the 1940s.

years,

to

be gay

in

America

and the works of the three

in those

artists

stressed aloneness, separation, and depression,

As Abstract Expressionism gained prominence
in the late 1940s

and

1950s,

Cadmus, French,

— and the American
school
in general — became marginalized. By midand Tooker

century,

realist

Cadmus' reputation had dwindled and

and criticized intolerance and conventional
family

life

—

all in

imagery

tains

Few of their paintings had been bought by
museums and those in private collections "dis-

early works: the separation

artists

turned relative obscurity to advantage, creating
a

working environment, hidden from public

view,

stood sharply

French's drawing Sleep #1 of about 1936 con-

French and Tooker were virtually unknown.

appeared" for decades. But the three

that

against the aesthetic trends of the times.

rudimentary ideas fundamental to the
of figures; figures

organized geometrically into frontal or profile
poses; the nearly

nude recumbent or

passive,

upright or watchful figure; and the back-

ground of deserted beach.

which fostered the development of

Some of these

their ideas.

features appear in the 1939

painting Washing

White Blood from Daniel Boone.

the

French modeled his geometrical organization,

Cadmus was gay and French was bisexual, but
as members of New York's artistic and intellectual community they were somewhat pro-

the figures of Boone and the Indian behind

tected from the moral rigors of the larger

of about 1450.

society.

From

1931 to 1933

Cadmus and French
was

lived in Europe, mostly because living

cheaper, but also to gain

dom

some

relative free-

and relaxation from conventions back

home.

In the United States, the courts

ruled homosexuality

illegal,

threatening to family

life

sorship.

States:

James Joyce's

had

deemed
to cen-

read modernist

had been banned

Lady Chatterley's Lover.

art

was subjected

Cadmus and French

literature that

and

in the

United

and D.H. Lawrence's
The books' descriptive

Ulysses

scenes of passion, sensuality, and freespiritedness validated

own

life-style

Cadmus and

and gave them

French's

a cultural

context

him on

Piero della Francesca's Baptism

He chose

Boone's legendary exploits
dians symbolically

of Christ

moment in
when Shawnee

the

In-

wash away the

hero's white

member

tribe.

blood to make him

a

The painting expresses

of the

a desire for brother-

hood ironically contrary to the traditional macho Boone legend. The rippled musculature,
shaven heads, and skin contrasts, along with
the delicate pink and neatly tied

bow

Boone's undergarment, constitute

a

of

homo-

sexual reinterpretation of an American

mythic hero.
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Fantasia on a

ominous presence

Theme by

Dr. S.,

1946

constitutes a bitterly poi-

gnant critique of familial relationships that
recalls the destructive

powers of implacable

matriarchal figures.

The

lyrical

figures

delicacy of Paul Cadmus' slender

of the 1940s owes something to

proximity in that decade to the
tastic.

In his egg

art

his

of the fan-

tempera canvases of the

1940s,

the figures stand out for the extreme and fan-

French's critique of the family took

on

ent but nonetheless pointed turn in

State Park,

a

painting in high

Island in 1944

camp

style

and finished

a differ-

begun on

Fire

French

in 1946.

edges them into the sym-

tastical fragility that

bolic.

An

etching of 1938, Two Boys on

one wearing

a Beach,

a surreal-erotic torn undervest,

represents an earlier, sturdier figurative style.

uses the ridiculous to vent his pent-up spleen
against "the family"

— which he believed to be

the source of American prejudice.

The three

From 1940
in

on,

when Cadmus began working

egg tempera, he frequently drew inspiration

glowering, bolt-upright figures seated in the

from the summers on

symbolic shade of a beach umbrella represent

(1941),
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two

them and the

lifeguards as a kind of moral police force

Fire Island. Arabesque
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introduced in 1937. The work's small

scale,

absurdly rigid with righteous indignation

dramatically low eye level, carefully placed and

and

self-absorbed figures herald a
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the edge of a
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